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Proposals for incorporating sortition into the lawmaking process frequently envision a
hybrid bicameral legislature with the members of one of the chambers selected by lot.1
This could be a transitional model on the path to a fully sortition-based legislature—
sort of a trial run to see whether such a body can behave in a competent manner. But
for many theorists it is the final goal. Gastil and Wright argue that despite a host of
problems with election-based representation, important beneficial aspects of an elected
chamber would be lost in an all-sortition system. I will argue that the purported benefits of maintaining elections are illusory. Also, the all-purpose legislative chamber
design is a mismatch for sortition; it would sabotage sortition’s hoped for benefits and
delegitimize a sortition chamber. I will conclude by arguing that there are better ways
to evolve into a virtually all-sortition lawmaking system.

Purported Benefits of Maintaining an Elected Chamber
In this section, I will examine several commonly asserted benefits of maintaining an
elected chamber alongside a sortition chamber. Citizens would be loath to forfeit an
elected chamber for fear of losing at least four presumed benefits: the societal benefits
of parties; the utility of having elected officials as authorized negotiators; the political
leadership cultivated by electoral politics; and the political expertise provided by
elected officials. In turn, I will cast doubt on the existence, or importance, of each.

Benefits of Parties
Without elections it is suggested that parties would atrophy, yet parties ideally play an
important role in formulating political programs, educating the public about policy
alternatives, and mobilizing citizens. Others argue that US parties “have become little
more than political labels behind which well-financed candidates organize their electoral bids.”2
Parties would inevitably change in an all-sortition system, but they would not necessarily atrophy. Active political parties have organized across the globe under nonelectoral regimes, even when outlawed. Rather than contending in elections, parties
would aim to influence the general public, who would form the minipublics. And, of
course, political parties are not the only avenue for important social mobilization, with
Black Lives Matter, Occupy Wall Street, or the pro-life movements in the United
States being examples. With parties stripped of their unique electoral significance,
such popular mobilizations might be more common and effective under a sortition
system.
But let us focus on the effects of eliminating the competitive electoral function of
political parties in an all-sortition democracy. Anthoula Malkopoulou argues that voting in elections “offers a real and continuous relationship between government and
citizens that, aided by the excitement of competition, produces a higher incentive to
stay informed and form an opinion about general political issues.”3 She speculates that
“sortition does away with the momentum of discursive interaction and contestation,
which the experience of election provides.”4
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We need to scrutinize the nature of the “discursive interaction” of partisan politics
and not presume that it is inherently beneficial for society. As with most news coverage, the engagement focuses on the tactics of the partisan contest itself, rather than the
ideas that are presumed to underlie that contest. Not all electoral democracies experience the level of partisan animosity present in American politics, but the divisions
within society into warring factions of “us versus them” certainly have some negative
consequences that would carry over into civil society and hence into a minipublic. We
need to consider whether incompatible interests result in antagonisms that in turn get
expressed through political parties, or whether political parties fan, or even manufacture, differences to frighten and mobilize constituencies. Both occur, but as I discuss
in the next section, elections are not the only—or necessarily the best—way to manage
incompatible interests.
Researchers have found that people who are deeply engaged in partisan political
issues and follow the news are also likely to have an elevated, yet false, sense of their
own level of understanding of the issues.5 They are thus ill prepared for the meaningful
give and take of deliberation. Disturbingly, it turns out that voters informing themselves (reading the newspapers, watching TV news, etc.) on public issues do not
become more adept at evaluating candidates or policy choices. A study by Brendan
Nyhan of Dartmouth found that those with a favorable opinion about a particular political figure and who also had more political knowledge (in that they followed the news,
etc.) were more immune to factual corrections that contradicted their bias than were
people who also had a favorable view of the politician but were less well informed.
Indeed, the factual corrections tended to harden the erroneous beliefs of the “better
informed” participants, presumably as a sort of psychological defense mechanism.6
Thus, even balanced presentations, in a partisan environment fueled by competitive
elections, may not lead to a common understanding of reality by citizens, as each
chooses which facts to accept and which to reject. Partisan loyalty trumps reality. This
“discursive interaction and contestation” frequently consists of parroting talking
points generated by partisan propagandists and may have more in common with the
insult yelling of die-hard fans of sports teams than the republican virtues hoped for by
some theorists. In sum, the vaunted “discursive interaction and contestation” in a
party-based environment may make citizens less capable of learning and deliberating
if selected to serve in a minipublic.

Authorized Negotiators
Some issues are not amenable to the process of deliberation, which seeks a common
ground. Deliberation is based on the idea that participants are open to revising their
opinions and preferences as they deliberate. However, as pluralists note, some public
policy choices pit incompatible interests against each other and will inevitably have
winners and losers. Negotiated compromise between conflicting interests is widely
seen as the better way of resolving such conflicts than simply counting heads. Parties
and elected representatives are seen to have legitimacy as bargaining agents empowered to cut deals on behalf of conflicting interests. Randomly selected citizens, on the
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other hand, are not authorized agents for defined constituencies and thus are not
viewed as having such authority.
Because negotiation is such a prevalent part of decision making in elected chambers (and elsewhere), it is common to assume that negotiation is the appropriate way
to resolve conflicting interests. However, negotiation is not the only, or necessarily the
best, alternative to deliberation. Negotiation reflects relative power and often involves
threats as well as inducements. Should public decisions necessarily be a manifestation
of relative power? Even when power is more equal, negotiation often devolves to
horse trading on completely unrelated policy matters. Negotiation and bargaining
among elected legislators can mean that: you get that amendment, which benefits your
group but hurts society as a whole, and I get this other amendment, which benefits my
group but hurts society as a whole. Indeed, legislators are especially motivated to
negotiate deals when their sought-after policies cannot be justified as beneficial to
society.
One alternative to both deliberation and negotiation (when incompatible interests
clash) is arbitration with an impartial entity serving as judge in pursuit of fairness or
justice. This tool is “off the table” as an option in elected chambers, which evince relative power (rather than fairness). One can imagine a dispute-resolution process in
which each interest group on a particular issue offered its optimal compromise and a
minipublic selected from among the possible compromises offered, using fairness,
rather than power, as its standard. The process might deliver a poor outcome from time
to time, but there is no reason to think results would be as bad as negotiated settlements within elected chambers today.

Cultivating Political Leaders
Gastil and Wright also assert that “elections create the possibility for political careers
and the development of skillful politicians as political leaders.”7 I question the assumption that this variety of political leader is, on balance, a positive thing for a democracy.8 Leadership derives from the human proclivity for followership, which prompts
citizens to suspend independent judgment and defer to leaders to whom they may have
some emotional attachment. Followership is grounded in fast, “automatic,” nonrational thinking.9 Research suggests opinion leaders may more often lead people astray
than to the best answers.10 A leader may lead well on one matter but also be followed
on many unrelated matters about which the leader has no clue. Elected leaders also
exhibit the dilemma of the package deal; a candidate with desirable leadership skills
or personality traits may champion bad policies and vice versa, but the voters cannot
recombine these to create their ideal candidate.
Even if we accept, for the sake of argument, that good leaders are beneficial, elections are a poor mechanism for selecting and promoting desirable ones. The skills,
motivations, and traits needed to win elections, including public relations skills and
extreme self-confidence, are not necessarily the optimal attributes for socially beneficial leaders. Elections tend to advance ego-driven men (meaning males) who are
ill suited for the give and take of deliberation. A candidate’s projection of
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confidence—justified or not—can carry the day in elections. It is cliché to suggest
that the accrual of power also has a tendency to corrupt, even if the candidate is not
sociopathic at the outset. David Owen, former British foreign secretary and member
of Parliament, has even proposed that the medical community recognize a diagnosis
of “hubris syndrome”—a sort of intoxication that can be brought on by serving in
high office.11 In a hybrid bicameral system, the persistence and prominence of
power-motivated elected political leaders would tend to sabotage the benefits of
sortition, as those leaders’ influence would extend beyond their elected chamber to
influence its sortition counterpart.

Political Expertise
Another argument for maintaining elections is the presumed political expertise of
elected officials. I am not aware of any compelling evidence that elections are effective at selecting individuals with unique competence at governing. James Surowiecki,
in The Wisdom of Crowds, points out that we should not believe people are more
expert simply because they assert as much.12 A feeling of certainty that one is right just
as often signals a lack of intellectual humility. Failure to recognize one’s ignorance
impedes deliberation and stunts the growth of actual expertise.13
Moreover, we should not conflate political expertise and policy expertise. Often
legislators’ policy expertise is superficial or narrowly confined to a handful of issues
with which their particular committees deal. In fact, most expertise resides in the professional staff and lobbyists (who draft nearly all bills), rather than in the politicians
themselves.14 One problem with electing representatives is that their interests are distorted toward consulting fundraising and campaign experts more than in consulting
genuine policy experts and shaping policies accordingly.
By contrast, a sortition minipublic would presumably recognize the need to employ
and consult genuine policy experts. Just as legislators hand off the details of drafting
and negotiating legislation to staff, so would the sortition body—but without giving
special consideration to lobbyists who want to tailor those details to their own
purposes.15
Even assuming allotted citizens start out with cognitive biases comparable to those
of elected representatives, it is far more feasible for a minipublic to require a welldesigned deliberative architecture to dampen “the known cognitive biases of human
beings,”16 rather than exacerbate them. Citizen deliberators can also more feasibly be
required to have training that minimizes psychological traps. Carey Morewedge and
colleagues found that training can successfully reduce cognitive bias in both the immediate and long term.17 Overcoming cognitive biases, motivated reasoning, and automatic judgments creates a more competent decision-making body.

Benefits of Sortition Are Lost with Continued Elections
My concern is that the hoped-for beneficial effects of sortition in one chamber would
be overwhelmed by negative bleed-through from the elected chamber. In this next
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section, I will argue that if an elected chamber deals with the same bills as its sortition
counterpart, this would sacrifice many of the potential benefits of sortition.

Agenda Setting
Politicians who are constantly preparing for the next election seek out and bring to the
fore those issues that they believe will help them win. Important long-term issues (but
with less public salience) often fail to make it onto the agenda until they become a
crisis that cannot be ignored.
In a hybrid system, the agenda-setting priorities of the elected chamber will still
monopolize the news, public awareness, and—unless artfully shielded—the attention
of members of the sortition chamber. A substantial portion of the sortition chamber’s
agenda will be established by what bills the elected chamber sends them. As Murray
Edelman explained in Constructing the Political Spectacle, “Perhaps the most powerful influence of news, talk, and writing about problems is the immunity from notice
and criticism they grant to damaging conditions that are not on the list.”18 A sortition
chamber in a hybrid system may be able to raise some issues, but political gravity will
constantly draw it back to an agenda favored by elected politicians.

Rational Ignorance and Active Aptitude
Compared to mass voting, whether in candidate elections or issue referendums, sortition is often touted for its ability to overcome rational ignorance. When a citizen has
one vote out of millions, there are no rational grounds for investing significant effort
into learning the ramifications of the various choices on a ballot.19 Elections and opinion polls reflect inevitably ignorant, off-the-cuff public opinion. But if placed within
representative minipublics, where it is reasonable to believe that one’s vote could
really matter, lay participants would have motivation for a conscientious performance
of duty—what the philosopher Jeremy Bentham called “active aptitude.”20
The fruition of sortition’s hoped-for benefits depends on the political environment
and the institutional design of the minipublic (term of office, volunteer or quasi-mandatory service, size, etc.). Jon Elster adopts the terminology of Jeremy Bentham to
summarize the desiderata of any minipublic’s using the example of a constituent
assembly tasked with writing a constitution:
Generally speaking . . . the assembly ought to be organized to promote the moral aptitude,
intellectual aptitude, and active aptitude of the framers. By moral aptitude I shall
understand impartiality (in the negative form of disinterested and dispassionate decision
making). By intellectual aptitude, I shall understand absence of cognitive bias at the
individual level and diversity at the collective level. By active aptitude, I shall understand
the full attention and concentration of the constitution-makers to their task, by making it
seem worthwhile and by eliminating other charges that might occupy them.21

Paired with an elected chamber, however, the members of the sortition chamber are
less likely to attain active aptitude. When people face a daunting cognitive task and
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experience uncertainty, it is natural for them to defer to those with higher status who
project a demeanor of certainty.22 Within a partisan electoral environment, where a
strong sense of team loyalty or tribalism is fomented, it seems likely that many members of an allotted chamber would adhere to their favored party leaders’ platforms The
sortition chamber would have a cognitive “social loafing” or “free-rider” problem.
When members of another chamber dealing with the same pieces of legislation, full of
articulate and often charismatic people who insist they have figured out the right
answer, are pushing members of an allotted chamber to follow their lead, then slow
and rational thinking falls by the wayside.
Team loyalty regularly trumps independent rational analysis. In studies conducted
by Geoffrey Cohen, partisan voters were asked to evaluate a policy proposal in a news
story. Some participants read a version of the story that suggested that a policy (e.g., a
stingy welfare proposal) was favored by prominent Democrats, whereas other participants read a version of the story that suggested it was favored by prominent Republicans.
The participants’ own evaluations of the policy closely mirrored the suggested preference of the party they generally agreed with, regardless of whether the policy would
independently be deemed liberal or conservative.23
Partisan leaders have immense influence when it comes to framing public understanding of policies. As an example, take popular impressions of the 2010 Affordable
Care Act (or “Obamacare”). In hopes of gaining some bipartisan support, President
Obama jettisoned his earlier backing of single-payer health care reform (favored by
many health care reformers, especially on the left) and instead advanced a private market-based approach that mandated that Americans purchase insurance or face a tax penalty. That approach was originally advanced by the conservative Heritage Foundation
in 1989, enacted in 2006 in Massachusetts, and embraced by the Republican governor,
Mitt Romney. Indeed, that kind of reform was known as “Romneycare” before it was
repackaged and came to be known as Obamacare on a national level. Like the participants in the Cohen study described above, relying on the heuristic of partisan leadership, most Democrats quickly embraced Romneycare/Obamacare, whereas Republicans
attacked it and even made its repeal a centerpiece of subsequent election campaigns.
The ideological underpinnings and operational details of the reform became irrelevant,
as the mental shortcut based on team loyalty trumped substance.
The sortition chamber in a hybrid bicameral system may not degenerate into a mere
rubber stamp of the elected chamber’s decisions, but the full potential of sortition will
not be realized. This loss of active aptitude underlies a whole host of other losses of
anticipated sortition benefits.
The descriptive representativeness and diversity of cognitive styles touted by sortition advocates would be significantly harmed by the continuation of an elected chamber.24 A chamber selected by lot would still look diverse, but the loss of active aptitude
will mean that the private knowledge and perspectives distributed across that diverse
membership will be less likely to be expressed by those members. Status deferral and
information cascades will short-circuit the wisdom of crowds.25
The anticorruption potential of sortition, integrated into carefully designed
assembly rules that promote “securities against misrule, is one of its most appealing
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characteristics.”26 Continued elections, however, risk corrupting the lawmaking process
as a whole. It is possible that the sortition chamber could draw attention to that corruption, but contrary to the maxim that “sunlight is said to be the best of disinfectants,”
experience suggests this is not an effective deterrent. Shining a light on institutionalized
corruption is not enough.27

Danger of Delegitimation
In this section, I will set aside the concerns raised above and assume that all of the
negative consequences of maintaining an elected chamber could be dealt with through
careful design. If the sortition chamber is not a rubber stamp, what happens when the
two chambers disagree about an important bill? In cases in which both chambers are
elected, they tend to have a nearly equal power relationship. But what would happen
when one chamber is made up of people identified as chosen leaders, and one is made
up of a random assortment of ordinary people? We can get an inkling by looking at
countries where one chamber is elected and the other is not, such as the House of
Lords in the United Kingdom or the Senate in Canada. In these cases, the bodies are
not equal. The elected chamber is preeminent, even though the lesser body has the
ostensibly prestigious title of “upper house.”
What are some likely consequences of the sortition chamber rejecting a bill passed
by the elected chamber? The two chambers would have a fundamentally different and
conflicting basis for claiming legitimacy, which might be summarized as the “principle of distinction”28 and the “principle of equality and likeness.” When in conflict with
an allotted chamber, the members of the elected chamber would have a compelling
strategic incentive to undermine the legitimacy of the sortition chamber. By contrast,
the allotted members would not be protecting personal careers in politics, since they
would shortly be “out of power” regardless. Unlike the allotted citizens, the elected
members would tend to be highly practiced, articulate public speakers with exceptional public relations skills. Portraying themselves as champions for their constituents, the elected leaders would likely play the “natural aristocracy” card. It is easy to
predict the themes they might use—dismissing the sortition chamber as “a random
gaggle of dishwashers and hairdressers who are completely unaccountable to you, the
people, because they never have to face you in an election.”
Worse still, the natural hostility of elected representatives toward the sortition threat
to their power in a hybrid system makes the evolution toward a sortition democracy
unachievable. If sortition begins in a hybrid system, it may die there.

A Better Beginning for Sortition
To avoid these problems, I propose a system that allows elections to coexist with sortition, although not in a bicameral design. In time, this could give way to an all-sortition
system. Below, I explain why sortition should eschew an all-purpose chamber, use
multiple citizen bodies, steer clear of elections, and extend its reach to the executive
branch.
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Avoiding an All-Purpose Legislative Chamber
An all-purpose legislative chamber is a mismatch for sortition, whether in a unicameral or hybrid bicameral system. All-purpose elected bodies manage a huge variety of
issues by dividing into smaller committees. The chamber as a whole does not meaningfully deliberate or even understand the nuances of most of the bills they nominally
debate and vote on. Instead, members rely on one of a few heuristics. Commonly, they
simply defer to the judgment of the members of their own party who serve on the committee of reference.
This approach has shortcomings for elected chambers but is even less appropriate
for a sortition chamber. Even if members of the allotted body organized into partisan
caucuses (undercutting one of the benefits of sortition), small committees would have
a greater likelihood of being unrepresentative of the population, simply owing to
smaller sample sizes. Deferring to even a conscientious committee could result in very
unrepresentative decisions. The sheer number of bills under consideration by a bicameral chamber precludes dealing with them all in a committee of the whole.
Hypothetically, this problem might be resolved with a vast chamber with hundreds of
members on each committee, but this has not generally been advocated by proponents
of hybrid bicameralism.29
Anthoula Malkopoulou notes that “lotteries may offer valuable improvement to
current practices of democratic selection, but only if special measures are taken to
compensate for the limitations they entail.”30 The special measures she intimates (e.g.,
limiting the role and power of minipublics) are nearly the opposite of those I favor, but
we agree that one must fit the design to the unique character of minipublics.
Elected legislators constitute a full-charge governing body. They create the public
agenda, propose policies, nominally draft bills, advocate for and against bills, amend
and perfect those bills, and finally sit in judgment on the bills they have developed to
decide whether they should pass into law. This process violates a widely recognized
principle that the bias caused by pride of authorship requires that the author should not
also be the judge of the final product. Bicameralism allows a separate group of representatives to duplicate these vertically integrated tasks, but Gastil and Wright’s proposal makes no attempt to divide responsibilities between the two chambers according
to the relative strengths of each one’s design. A better solution requires more sortition
bodies, each with a distinct purpose.

Multibody Sortition
I envision an interconnected network of minipublics, each with a specific legislative
function and a specific topic or issue, which the elected legislature no longer deals
with. In addition to being a more desirable end state, unlike a full-charge chamber, the
means of transition is built into the model itself. The only substantial experience we
have with modern-day sortition is with minipublics that have a single function and
topic. It is questionable how well they inform us about how well a full-charge sortition
chamber might function.
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Peeling away issue areas one at a time not only allows communities to learn from
the experience of recent experiments in terms of process, but it also avoids the danger
of an elected chamber and a sortition chamber opposing each other head to head on a
given bill, which could trigger the aforementioned delegitimation. I will first describe
how a transition to a sortition-based democracy could occur, and then I will describe a
possible model for a mature version.
The division of legislative tasks among distinct bodies, mostly selected by lot,
overcomes many design dilemmas: mandatory service improves representativeness
but would include members unwilling to perform their duties; a long term of office
increases expertise but also concentrates power and invites corruption; and a smaller
group facilitates deliberation but would compromise statistical sampling accuracy.
The impulse is to seek out the “sweet spot” between merits and liabilities such as
these. The better solution uses multiple bodies, each designed to maximize the benefits
of certain attributes and counter the negative effects of that design decision with a
check and balance from a separate body using countervailing design features.31
This single-issue and single-function minipublic design is pragmatic and also provides a path for evolution to an all-sortition democracy. By peeling away one issue
area at a time from the traditional elected legislature and entrusting it to a compound
sortition process, it might be possible to transfer power to a sortition wing of government step by step. There are certain inviting issue areas where this might begin, such
as issues in which elected legislators either have a conflict of interest (election laws,
as in the case of the British Columbia Citizens’ Assembly,32 ethics oversight, etc.), or
“hot potato” issue areas that elected officials are happy to be rid of because they are
no-win topics (such as the nuclear waste issue tackled by a minipublic in South
Australia). Initially, bills with no substantial budget impacts are most appropriate, as
coordinating conflicting budget requests is a higher-order challenge for a system based
on separate minipublics.33
The goal is to institutionalize the transfer of an issue area on an ongoing basis. The
authority of the sortition process must be decisive rather than merely advisory. It
must also be combined with verifiable independence, such that a minipublic is not
subject to manipulation by the elected government through control of their staff or
information flows. In the short term, this independence might be accomplished
through facilitation by an impartial nongovernmental organization, such as Australia’s
newDemocracy Foundation or a university. Ultimately, however, there must be a budget and staff not beholden to the elected representatives. The staff and functioning of
the sortition process should be overseen by a minipublic devoted to these tasks.
If the public appreciates the fruits of these minipublics, governments could feel a
growing pressure to try this model for other issues, especially following scandals that
crop up among elected representatives. This approach allows for baby steps, with a
gradual popular assessment that might grow more favorable with each process refinement along the way. Creating an all-purpose sortition chamber dealing with all bills
would require a greater leap of faith.
Key for the advance of a sortition-based democracy is the use of sortition in forming
constitutional conventions or review bodies. A randomly selected constituent assembly
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seems far more likely than an elected chamber to transfer powers from elected bodies to
other sortition bodies. There have already been precedents that suggest this strategy has
potential. When the legislature of British Columbia established the Citizens’ Assembly
for Electoral Reform, it set up a process that allowed the Assembly’s recommendations
to go directly to referendum without further involvement of the elected legislators.
Ireland and Iceland have incorporated random selection in recent constitutional review
bodies, although in an advisory role, explicitly interposing the elected legislature
between the minipublic and the opportunity for referendum on the minipublic’s proposals. Neither of these is the precise model needed, but each hints at the possibility.
Some sort of oversight minipublic (or commission, as Gastil and Wright propose)
could adopt rules and procedures to improve the functioning of the sortition legislative
process over time. Unlike an elected chamber, a minipublic can readily accept procedures and rules developed in advance by a separate minipublic devoted specifically to
the challenge of assuring that future minipublics will be well informed and as free of
cognitive biases as possible. When designing procedures for others to use, especially
when not knowing what issues will be tackled, there is a strong incentive to devise
methods that minimize cognitive bias and misinformation.34

Sortition without Elections
To see how this would work, consider this design for a sortition-based legislature with
no electoral element. In this example, I distinguish among an agenda council, interest
panels, review panels, policy juries, and rules/oversight councils.
An agenda council selected by lot (with stratified sampling) would do risk analysis,
hear suggestions, employ researchers to investigate societal problems, and decide
which issues needed legislative attention in the next period. Unlike electoral systems,
the incentives for spectacle, ill-informed voter salience, and vilification of opposing
parties would no longer dominate. This council would probably serve multiyear terms
with staggered rotation. Because of the length of service and workload, it is likely that
many citizens would decline to serve, so its descriptive representativeness would be
poorer than a short-duration jury (although superior to any existing elected legislature). Because this council would not be adopting any policies, it would not be prone
to bribes. For example, a special interest seeking a tax break that bribes the item onto
the agenda might end up with a tax increase at the end of the process, after entirely
distinct bodies work through the issue. To complement this body, it might be desirable
to also have a petition route to place topics on the agenda.35
The agenda council would issue a call for the creation of interest panels to prepare
proposals to address the selected issues. The members of interest panels would be selfselected, with a new group forming for every twelve citizens who volunteer. This plan
allows any citizen who wants to participate in the democracy to do so without waiting
for a lottery call, and it mirrors the ancient Greek principle of ho boulomenos (anyone
who wishes). Interest panels might be face-to-face or virtual, using sophisticated, online
crowdsourcing platforms. It does not matter if interest panels favoring a given policy
far outnumber those opposing it, since their sheer number has no significance. Diversity
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of input is the goal. Because participants would know their draft proposals would have
to be reviewed and passed by subsequent sortition bodies, participants would be motivated to develop proposals that could pass muster with well-informed minipublics.
Ongoing sortition review panels would exist for each major issue area. To gain more
knowledge about the topics covered, the review panels would serve for multiple years,
with perhaps one-third of their members rotating off each year. Because citizens would
not be compelled to serve, stratified sampling and strong incentives would be required
to keep these bodies as descriptively representative as possible. Each of these panels
would take expert testimony and work through—amend, recombine, and so forth—the
raw material coming from the interest panels to develop a single legislative proposal.
These review panels bear a passing resemblance to traditional legislative committees. Unlike elected legislators on committees, the review panels would prioritize
deliberation among diverse perspectives. Without the distractions of campaign public
relations and fund raising, these professionally staffed panels have the potential to be
better versed on an issue than typical committees made up of elected politicians. The
fact that the review panels do not have final authority to pass laws reduces their value
to would-be bribers.
For each bill, the final decision would be made by a policy jury. These would convene for a duration of a few days or weeks (depending on the complexity of the bill),
be large, and have quasi-compulsory service to maximize descriptive representativeness. The members of the policy jury would hear presentations pro and con and could
ask questions of experts. In line with the independence requirement for the Condorcet
theorem and wisdom of crowds,36 they would not engage in debate and would vote by
secret ballot to protect against intimidation and bribery. Because separate policy juries
potentially could pass incompatible bills, there also needs to be a coordinating minipublic for prioritizing and harmonizing conflicting bills.
Finally, there should also exist some metalegislative bodies drawn by lot. A rules
council, perhaps drawn from willing members of previous minipublics, would refine
the procedures to improve the system over time. An oversight council, also drawn by
lot, would oversee staff performance and impartiality, to protect against bureaucratic
capture and Robert Michels’s “iron law of oligarchy.”37
The nature of the check and balance in this design is very different from that in a
bicameral legislature, which often results in gridlock rather than “balance.” Each unit
would have full authority within its narrowly circumscribed domain, but it would also
have an incentive to consider the views of those who might disagree with them.
Dividing up the legislative functions protects against concentration of power and corruption and also enshrines the principle that the authors of a proposal are not competent to be the judges of their own handiwork.

Executive Selection
Beyond the issue of hybrid bicameralism versus an all-sortition legislature, a diminution
of sortition’s benefits could also occur if elections were maintained for the executive
branch. There would be a severe risk that charismatic elected executives would dominate
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a sortition legislature even more than they would an elected one. Elected politicians in a
legislative chamber, with typically elevated egos and concerns about preserving their own
power, may jealously seek to defend the prerogatives of the legislative branch and resist a
would-be authoritarian executive. Even elected legislatures frequently give up powers to
a chief executive (e.g., the unconstitutional war-making powers of US presidents).
This risk would be even more pronounced with an allotted legislature. A popularly
elected charismatic chief executive with a penchant for self-aggrandizement would
have the opportunity to use the “principle of distinction” to claim a popular mandate
resulting from the election while belittling the unelected and unimposing members of
the randomly selected legislative branch. A group of randomly selected ordinary citizens lacks the personal investment and political capital necessary to defend the limited
prerogatives of a body they will soon leave anyway.
I concur with the witticism of Douglas Adams that “those people who must want to
rule people are, ipso facto, those least suited to do it.”38 Thus, an optimal sortition
democracy should establish minipublics charged with recruiting and hiring a chief
executive who would have an administrative rather than policymaking role (akin to the
city manager function advanced by the early twentieth-century Progressive movement). Rather than evaluating self-selected or party-nominated candidates, I suggest a
full-spectrum recruitment process to find a person who is fully willing to serve but did
not proactively seek the position. On a regular basis, a new minipublic would be called
to evaluate the executive’s performance and would have the power to remove him or
her. To avoid the motivation to remove a good executive just to choose a particular
person as a replacement, the minipublic with removal authority would not be the one
charged with hiring a replacement.

An Evolution to Sortition
In summary, the model of the all-purpose legislative chamber is not a good fit for sortition lawmaking. A hybrid bicameral system would maintain the harmful aspects of
competitive elections while sabotaging the potential benefits of sortition. The supposed benefits of elections prove illusory, but their harmful effects on a complementary sortition body would be all too real. Above all, when the two chambers disagreed
on policy, the elected representatives would have the motive and skills to delegitimize
the sortition chamber.
Instead, I contend that sortition works best when a system separates different legislative functions and assigns them to bodies optimally designed for each task, with
new bodies formed for each new issue. Although generally relying on sortition, this
design would also broaden participation through self-selected interest panels open to
all citizens for the purpose of drafting proposals as raw material for minipublics to
consider.39
Peeling away issue areas and transferring them one at a time from elected to sortition bodies provides a plausible path toward institutional change. Election campaigns
and politicians would simply no longer deal with those issue areas that had been
removed from their purview. Since they would not be going head-to-head on the same
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issue, the motivation for elected legislators to challenge the legitimacy of the sortition
model would be reduced.
In this evolutionary vision, elected chambers may never fully disappear—but they
could recede to the periphery, just as the powerful Council of Areopagus of predemocratic Athens endured but ended up with severely restricted responsibilities. In a similar
way, ceremonial monarchs persist in many modern electoral democracies but with few
remaining legal powers. Path dependence may preclude the total abolition of electoral
representation, but as a fundamentally oligarchic tool, elections should not be championed as necessary or beneficial for democracy.40
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